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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS

TEXARKANA DIVISION

ION, INC.,

Plaintiff,    

vs.

SERCEL, INC.,

Defendant.

§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

CIVIL ACTION NO. 5:06-CV-236-DF

O R D E R

Before the Court is Defendant’s Rule 50(b) Motion for Judgment as a Matter of Law on

Damages or, in the Alternative, Request for a New Trial Pursuant to Rule 59.  Dkt. No. 418. 

Also before the Court are ION’s Response in Opposition, Sercel’s Reply, and ION’s Sur-Reply. 

Dkt. Nos. 438, 446, and 470, respectively.  The Court heard argument on this matter on July 9,

2010.  Dkt. No. 485 (hearing minutes).  Having considered the briefing, oral arguments of

counsel, and all relevant pleadings and papers, the Court finds that Sercel’s motion should be

granted in part and denied in part.

I. BACKGROUND

On October 20, 2006, Plaintiff ION (“ION”) initiated the above-captioned cause against

Sercel, Inc. (“Sercel”) alleging that Sercel infringes certain claims of U.S. Patent No. 5,852,242

(“the ’242 Patent”).  Dkt. No. 1.  The Court conducted a jury trial from January 19, 2010 to

January 29, 2010.  The jury found infringement on claims 4, 6, and 7 of the ’242 patent.  See
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Verdict Form, Dkt. No. 403 at 2-3.  The jury did not find any of the asserted claims invalid.  Id.

at 4.  Further, the jury awarded damages in the form of lost profits of $25,155,645.  Id. at 5. 

Sercel now moves for judgment as a matter of law requesting that the Court enter judgment that

ION is not entitled to lost profits damages as a matter of law or in the alternative, remittitur or a

new trial on damages under Rule 59. 

II.  LEGAL PRINCIPLES

Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 50 governs motions for judgment as a matter of law in

jury trials and motions for new trial.  Such a motion may be granted against a party if “a party has

been fully heard on an issue and there is no legally sufficient evidentiary basis for a reasonable

jury to find for that party on that issue.”  Fed. R. Civ. P. 50(a).  After such a motion is denied,

“the court is considered to have submitted the action to the jury subject to the court’s later

deciding the legal questions raised by the motion,” and it may grant a renewed motion pursuant

to Rule 50(b) after the trial.

Fifth Circuit law controls review of a motion for judgment as a matter of law.  See, e.g.,

Callicrate v. Wadsworth Mfg., 427 F.3d 1361, 1366 (Fed. Cir. 2005); see also Dkt. Nos. 340 at

2-3 & 345 at 4-5 (parties citing Fifth Circuit law).  In the Fifth Circuit, entry of judgment as a

matter of law post-trial under Rule 50 is appropriate if evidence supporting the movant is

“uncontradicted and unimpeached” or if “the facts and inferences point so strongly and

overwhelmingly in favor of one party that the Court believes that reasonable men could not arrive

at a contrary verdict . . . .”  Med. Care Am., Inc. v. Nat’l Union Fire Ins. Co., 341 F.3d 415, 420

(5th Cir. 2003) (citation and quotation omitted).  Grant of a new trial is proper where the jury’s

verdict is “against the great weight of the evidence” or will result in a “miscarriage of justice.” 
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See Pryor v. Trane Co., 138 F.3d 1024, 1026 n.3 (5th Cir. 1998) (quoting Thompson & Co. v.

Partridge, 636 F.2d 945, 957 (5th Cir. 1981)).  “If reasonable minds could differ as to the import

of the evidence, however, a verdict should not be directed.”  Anderson v. Liberty Lobby, Inc.,

477 U.S. 242, 250-51 (1986).

Under Rule 59(a), the Court “may on motion, grant a new trial on all or some of the

issues—and to any party—as follows: (A) after a jury trial, for any reason for which a new trial

has heretofore been granted in an action at law in federal court; or (B) after a nonjury trial, for

any reason for which a rehearing has heretofore been granted in a suit in equity in federal court.” 

The standard for a district court to grant a new trial is whether the verdict is against the

great weight of the evidence.  Shows v. Jamison Bedding, Inc., 671 F.2d 927, 930 (5th Cir.

1982); see also Smith v. Transworld Drilling Co., 773 F.2d 610, 612-13 (5th Cir. 1985) (“A new

trial may be granted, for example, if the district court finds the verdict is against the weight of the

evidence, the damages awarded are excessive, the trial was unfair, or prejudicial error was

committed in its course.”).  This standard for granting a new trial is lower than that for granting

judgment as a matter of law because a verdict can be against the great weight of the evidence,

and thus justify a new trial, even if there is substantial evidence to support it.  Id,; see also

Whitehead v. Food Max of Mississippi, Inc., 163 F.3d 265, 270 (5th Cir. 1998).  Additionally,

“[t]he trial court in passing on a motion for a new trial need not take the view of the evidence

most favorable to the verdict winner, but may weigh the evidence.”  Shows, 671 F.2d at 930.

III. PARTIES’ POSITIONS AND DISCUSSION

Sercel moves for judgment as a matter of law that ION is not entitled to lost profits

because there is legally insufficient evidence that ION would have made certain marine and land
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system sales “but for” Sercel’s infringement.  Dkt. No. 418 at 2.  

A. Marine System Sales

1. Parties’ Positions

Sercel argues that ION never claimed it would have made any of Sercel’s marine system

sales but sought lost profits based on a single hypothetical sale to ION’s only marine customer,

RXT.  Id. at 6.  Sercel submits that “ION did not offer legally sufficient evidence that such a sale

would have actually happened, ‘but for’ Sercel’s sales.”  Id.  Sercel contends that ION’s business

decision to contractually limit itself to a single customer, Reservoir Exploration Technology

ASA (“RXT”), demonstrates that ION would not have made that additional hypothetical sale to

RXT regardless of Sercel’s sales.  Id. at 6-7.  Sercel submits: “ION’s own contract with RXT

thus barred ION from selling VectorSeis Ocean to anyone other than RXT, let alone to Sercel’s

marine customers.  By entering into that contract, ION—for better or worse—chose to link its

‘fortunes . . . to RXT’s fortunes.’”  Id. at 7.  Sercel posits that RXT’s financial problems,

struggles, and decisions to avoid additional expenses do not support ION’s contention that RXT

would have nevertheless spent $32 million to acquire and operate another marine system.  Id.

Sercel argues that ION’s theory that RXT would have won surveys and needed more

equipment depends on “a series of speculative and unproven assumptions.”  Id. at 8.  These

assumptions, Sercel urges, include: 1) that none of RXT’s competitors would have had digital

sensors but for Sercel’s alleged infringement; 2) ION’s competitor, Geokinetics, would not have

won bids for surveys; 3) RXT would have won the surveys, rather than some other competitor. 

Id.  “Based on these unproven and unsupported assumptions, ION’s witnesses hypothesized at

trial that RXT would have had the need for an additional system, would have ignored its severe
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financial problems and operational challenges, and would have chosen to invest a tremendous

amount of money in a sixth digital system from ION,” Sercel argues.  Id.  Sercel adds that ION

claimed these lost profits without offering the testimony of any RXT or Geokinetics witnesses or

even discussing these issues with anyone at RXT, its supposed development partner.  Id. at 9. 

The only evidence from RXT admitted in this case debunks ION’s claim because it shows that

RXT was overextended, lacked trained crews, and had seen its funding sources dry up, Sercel

submits.  Id. at 10. 

With respect to ION’s assumption that that none of RXT’s competitors would have had

digital sensors but for Sercel’s alleged infringement, Sercel argues that Geokinetics or other

competitors could have obtained digital sensors from Sercel SA, the French entity, or another

source.  Id.  Sercel cites the testimony of Mr. Walter Bratic, ION’s damages expert, agreeing that

sales by Sercel SA would be noninfringing sales.  Id. at 11. 

Sercel also contends that ION failed to present sufficient evidence that Geokinetics would

not have won bids even without digital sensors or that digital sensors were factors playing a role

in the oil companies’ decisions.  Id.  Specifically, Sercel highlights that ION presented no

evidence about the geophysical issues involved in the surveys, no legally sufficient evidence

about the surveys’ technological needs, no evidence concerning the other bidders or their

amounts, and no evidence whether customers had preexisting relationships with Geokinetics.  Id.

at 12.  Contrary to ION’s position, Sercel adds, the evidence demonstrates that analog marine

systems are competitive with and even preferable to digital marine systems.  Id.

As to ION’s assumption that RXT would have won the bids if Geokinetics had not, Sercel

argues that ION failed to present legally sufficient evidence that other contractors bid for the
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surveys, how many contractors bid, and whether RXT was ever seriously considered.  Id. at 13. 

Sercel claims that “had Mr. Bratic attempted to apply the Panduit factors , he would have seen1

that the trial testimony of ION’s own manager, Mr. Bircher, confirms that contractors using

analog devices directly compete for bids with RXT and are suitable alternatives to contractors

that use digital sensors.”  Id. at 14.

Sercel also argues that ION failed to present legally sufficient evidence that, but for losing

bids to Geokinetics, RXT would have purchased a sixth system from ION.  Id. at 15.  Sercel

contends that ION offers this theory without any testimony from RXT and in the face of directly

contradictory evidence showing that RXT was a company facing severe financial difficulty that

would not have been cured by winning additional surveys.  Id.

ION responds generally that it proved its entitlement to lost profits damages through the

Panduit factors.  Dkt. No. 438 at 3.  With respect to the marine sensor damages, ION argues that

it presented plentiful evidence that if Sercel did not sell its infringing product, RXT would have

purchased at least one more of ION’s marine sensor systems.  Id. at 18.  ION’s argument with

respect to RXT is that ‘RXT would have purchased an additional VSO system if it had the

benefit of its exclusive contract with ION—that is, if [RXT] did not have to compete with other

surveyors using Sercel’s infringing product.”  Id. at 19.  ION adds that Sercel’s introduction of

the SeaRay in 2007 created a two-supplier market for digital seabed sensor systems.  Id. at 20. 

According to ION, from that point Geokinetics began using the SeaRay technology to compete
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with RXT for bids.  Id.  “Had RXT won any of these bids, ION had the capacity to build and sell

RXT another VSO system to fill its needs,” ION argues.  Id.  ION further points to testimony and

other evidence about the two-party market for marine sensor technology, the reasons why analog

sensors were inferior to digital sensors, and the reasons why RXT would have made the

additional purchase despite its financial troubles.  ION also urges that it provided testimony

regarding the nature of the bids RXT lost, their locations, and their contractors.  Id. at 26.  ION

states, “The jury heard all of that evidence, along with Sercel’s strenuous cross-examinations and

contrary evidence, and decided to credit the testimony of [ION’s witnesses].”  Id. at 21.

ION also argues that, contrary to Sercel’s position, Sercel SA could not have provided

digital sensors to compete with ION because every SeaRay sold anywhere comes through Texas. 

Id. at 22.  ION also submits that it provided evidence that contractors would insist on digital

sensors, as opposed to multi-component analog sensors.  Id. at 24-25. 

Finally, ION argues that RXT’s financial troubles are irrelevant because Sercel was

focusing on the wrong time period: 2009.  In 2008, ION claims, RXT had all five crews

operating, and therefore, winning any one of the bids that RXT lost to Geokinetics in 2008 would

have required RXT to purchase an additional system.  Id. at 27.

In reply, Sercel argues that ION’s position “asks the Court to endorse a convoluted chain

of causation for which ION failed to offer any legally sufficient evidence.”  Dkt. No. 446 at 3. 

Sercel primarily argues that ION offers no testimony from its “partner” to support two main

points: first, that RXT would have obtained at least one more project in 2008 but for marine

contractor competition created by Sercel’s infringing sensors, and second, that RXT would have

purchased an additional VectorSeis system from ION as a result.  Id.  The only evidence, urges
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Sercel, directly from RXT is its 2008 annual report, which showed it to be experiencing severe

financial difficulties in part due to “the challenges of paying for, putting into place, making

operational, and running the ION equipment RXT already had.”  Id. at 4. 

Sercel also reiterates its argument that ION failed to offer legally sufficient evidence that

RXT would have obtained any of the bids won by Geokinetics in 2008, but for Sercel’s sale of

digital sensors to Geokinetics.  Id.  “Instead,” Sercel argues, “the admissions at trial of ION’s

witness, Felix Bircher, showed that marine contractors using analog sensors continue to bid

against— and win jobs over—RXT and other contractors using digital sensors.”  Id. at 5.  Sercel

adds that “Mr. Bircher admitted that RXT competes with other contractors—some of which use

analog sensors and some of which use both analog and digital sensors—to obtain seismic survey

projects from oil companies.”  Id.  

Even if RXT could have obtained one of the additional projects in 2008, ION failed to

offer legally sufficient evidence that RXT would have purchased an additional system from ION,

Sercel also argues.  Id. at 8.  Sercel echoes its argument that ION failed to call one RXT witness

or provide other evidence that RXT would have purchased an additional system.  Sercel responds

that ION has no evidentiary basis for its assertion that RXT’s financial problems did not arise

until later in 2008.  Id. at 8-9.  Sercel adds that in early 2008, RXT only had three crews total in

operation.  Id. at 9. 

In its sur-reply, ION argues that the record supports the jury’s conclusion that RXT would

have bought an additional system from ION.  Dkt. No. 470 at 5.  ION claims that Sercel’s

argument echo its cross-examination, which the jury heard and discounted.  Id. at 6. 
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2. Discussion

To recover lost profits, a patent owner must prove a causal relationship between the

infringement and its loss of profits.  Bic Leisure Prods. Inc. v. Windsurfing Int’l Inc., 1 F.3d

1214, 1218 (Fed. Cir. 1993).   An award of lost profits may not be speculative; rather, the patent

owner must show a reasonable probability that, absent the infringement, it would have made the

infringer’s sales.  Id.  This case, however, presents a scenario different from the typical lost

profits theory.  Unlike the typical situation, in which ION would be claiming lost profits on sale

it would have made to RXT but for Sercel’s sale to RXT, ION claims that it would have made a

sale to RXT but for Sercel’s sale to Geokinetics, an RXT competitor.  Indeed, it is undisputed

that RXT could not have purchased a marine system from Sercel because RXT was contractually

obligated to purchase minimum quantities of ION’s VSO marine products.  Dkt. No. 438 at 18.

That this situation differs from the typical does not ipso facto render lost profits inapplicable or

out of reach.  Lost profits recovery is based on causation—that the patent owner would have

made the sale but for the infringement—and proper evidence of lost profits.  Kaufman Co., Inc.

v. Lantech, Inc., 926 F.2d 1136, 1141 (Fed. Cir. 1991).  This inquiry is based on the objective

standard of “reasonable probability.”  Id. (“A patentee need not negative every possibility that the

purchaser might not have bought another product other than his absent the infringement.  Instead,

the patentee need only show that there was a reasonable probability that the sales would have

been made ‘but for’ the infringement.”).  Accordingly, the burden rests with ION to demonstrate

that there was a reasonable probability that the infringing sales caused the lost profits.  Id.  Once

the patentee establishes the reasonableness of the inference, the patentee has sustained its burden

of proof and the onus shifts to the infringer to show that it is unreasonable to infer that some or
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all of the infringing sales probably caused the patentee to suffer lost profits.  Id. at 1141-1142. 

Sercel principally attacks the reasonableness of the inference arguing, inter alia, that there

is insufficient evidence that RXT would have purchased another system from ION but for

Sercel’s sale to Geokinetics.  Sercel submits that RXT’s corporate and financial state during the

relevant time period was such that RXT could not and would not have purchased another marine

system from ION.  For its part, ION argues that it provided evidence that RXT would have

captured at least one more surveying project necessitating an additional crew and an additional

system from ION.  After considering the evidence as a whole, the Court agrees with Sercel that

the facts and inferences point overwhelmingly in favor of Sercel’s position and that ION has

failed to demonstrate that there was a “reasonable probability” that Sercel’s sales to Geokinetics

deprived ION of $9 million worth of lost profits.  

First, there was no evidence by an RXT representative that it could or would have

purchased another system from ION but for losing bids to Geokinetics.  The only evidence from

RXT — its annual reports, which the Court finds objective and persuasive — indicates that RXT

was in a precarious financial situation and would be apprehensive at best about purchasing

another system.  See DX 291.  In its annual report, RXT described 2008 stating: 

In unprecedented times, where the funding market seized and
achieving financing for assets all but dried up, the funding
requirement of over US $90m for crews RXT4 and RXT5 proved a
real challenge to the organisation [sic], despite a contracted
backlog for these crews of approximately $300m.  This challenge,
together with operational shortfalls and delays in commercialising
[sic] these two crews, formed the main source of the Company’s
financial ills.  

Id.  The annual report adds that RXT considerd operating its fourth and fifth crews as the “single
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biggest operational challenge.”  Id.  As an example, RXT’s fourth system was delivered in late

2007 but did not go into service until early 2009. 

ION argues that Mr. Peebler’s position and knowledge of RXT gives his testimony

sufficient weight; however, his testimony—as well as that of Mr. Bratic—is speculative and

inconsistent with RXT’s annual report.  Mr. Bircher’s testimony also does not purport to explain

why RXT would have purchased its sixth marine system despite the fact that RXT’s fourth

system sat idle for all of 2008.  ION’s attempts to parse 2008 into “early” and “late” similarly

lack merit.  Furthermore, that ION was in a position to finance the purchase if necessary does not

outweigh evidence that RXT was not in a position, financially or otherwise, to purchase another

VectorSeis ocean system.  To be sure, there was no evidence that ION offered to finance RXT’s

previous marine system purchases.  Accordingly, the inference that RXT would have purchased

an additional system lacks sufficient evidentiary basis. 

Second, there is insufficient evidence that RXT would have won at least one of the bids it

purportedly lost to Geokinetics.  ION failed to present evidence that contractors operating digital

sensors out-compete contractors using analog sensors.  Testimony from ION witnesses confirms

the opposite, that is, that oil companies have chosen contractors using analog systems over those

using digital systems offered by both ION and Sercel.  For example, the evidence shows that

WesternGeCo, using analog sensors, won a bid for a North Sea project over RXT and CGG,

using ION’s and Sercel’s digital sensors, respectively.  Moreover, there is no evidence comparing

bids made by RXT to bids made by GeoKinetics, types of surveys bid on, the equipment

demanded or preferred by the oil companies, or the premium placed, if any, on digital sensors. 

There is, therefore, legally insufficient evidence to infer that RXT would have one at least one of
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these projects if Geokinetics had not had access to Sercel’s digital sensors. 

In short, the evidence strongly demonstrates that it is unreasonable to infer that the marine

sales probably caused ION’s lost profits in the marine sensor market.  Put another way, Sercel

has met its burden to show that it is entitled to judgment as a matter of law as to this issue, to wit,

the facts and inferences point overwhelmingly in its favor such that reasonable men could not

arrive at a contrary verdict. 

B. Land System Sales

1. Parties’ Positions

Sercel argues that ION also failed to present legally sufficient evidence that it is entitled

to lost profits damages based on land system sales.  Dkt. No. 418 at 18.  Sercel urges that the

only customer representative that testified at trial said that even if Sercel’s sensors had been

unavailable, his company would still not have purchased ION’s products.  Id. Sercel adds that

ION’s damages expert never spoke to or even attempted to contact any of Sercel’s customers

when making his lost profits determination.  Id. at 19. 

Sercel also argues that ION has not proven demand for products made by the claimed

method or the absence of acceptable non-infringing substitutes, two of the four Panduit factors. 

Id.  Sercel claims that ION’s position that the relevant market is only a “two-supplier market” is a

“grossly inaccurate representation of the actual marketplace as established by the evidence.”  Id.

at 20.  Sercel submits that the relevant market includes digital sensors sold by ION, by Sercel SA

in France, as well as “all multi-component sensors for acquiring seismic date for finding oil and

gas, including analog sensors made by various other manufacturers.”  Id.  Sercel adds that offers

for digital sensors are made in competition with those for analog sensors, which confirms that the
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market is much more than a two-supplier market.  Id. at 20-21.   

Because ION has not sufficiently demonstrated a two-supplier market, Sercel argues that

ION has not presented legally sufficient evidence to prove that demand exists for a product made

by the patented method.  Id. at 21.  Sercel adds that ION also “wrongfully conflated demand for

its own VectorSeis product with demand for a product made by the patented method” and

presented no legally sufficient evidence that ION’s VectorSeis products are made by the claimed

method.  Id. at 21-22.  

With respect to the availability of acceptable, non-infringing substitutes, Sercel argues

that ION made no attempt to establish whether the individual purchasers of Sercel’s sensors

would have considered other, non-infringing sensors besides ION’s product to be suitable

alternatives.  Id. at 24-25.  Specifically, Sercel argues that multi-component analog sensors

would have been suitable alternatives for each of Sercel’s customers and that ION failed to

present sufficient evidence to the contrary.  Id. at 25.  For support, Sercel lists the advantages

shared by digital sensors and multi-component analog sensors and also argues that ION’s sensors

are limited by the fact that they only work with ION’s own seismic recording system.  Id. at 25-

27.  Sercel also submits the testimony of Mr. Richard Degner who testified that his company,

Global, would have purchased “OYO’s GSR system” had Sercel not been able to provide its

428DSU3 for use on a specific project.  Id. at 28.  Accordingly, Sercel argues, Sercel’s land

customers had various options other than ION’s sensors that they could have chosen in the

absence of Sercel’s digital sensors.  Id.

Sercel also urges that digital sensors sold by Sercel SA would have been suitable, non-

infringing substitutes for Sercel’s digital sensors for customers with operations outside the
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United States: Veritas, Mitcham Industries, PDVSA, and FEC.  Id. at 29.  If Sercel was unable to

make sales to certain foreign companies, “Sercel SA could have made those same sales without

infringing the ’242 patent,” Sercel submits.  Id.

ION responds that, as an initial matter, it is entitled to the presumptions afforded in a two-

supplier market because it demonstrated (1) that the relevant market contains only two suppliers;

(2) that ION had the manufacturing and marketing capacity to make the sales; and (3) the amount

of lost profits.   Dkt. No. 438 at 4.  ION points to testimony by ION and Sercel witnesses that the

digital seismic sensor market is a two-party market.  Id. at 5.  Additionally, ION argues that it

demonstrated that the relevant market is for digital seismic sensors as opposed to seismic sensors

generally.  Id.  

ION also responds that it provided solid evidence of the demand for the digital sensors

that practice the method of the ’242 patent.  Id. at 6.  ION recounts the evidence of demand

including sales data and experience dealing with customers specifically seeking digital solutions. 

Id. at 7.  ION adds that it proved that demand for its products was evidence of demand for the

method taught in the ’242 patent.  Id. at 8-9 (citing testimony by Mr. Mayo and Mr. Barnes).  

ION counters Sercel’s argument that ION failed to prove the absence of acceptable non-

infringing substitutes by arguing that competition does not necessarily make the competing

product an “acceptable substitute.”  Id. at 12 (citing Standard Havens Prods., Inc. v. Gencor

Indus., Inc., 953 F.2d 1360 (Fed. Cir. 1991)).  ION adds that analog sensors are not an acceptable

non-infringing substitute, as evidenced by Sercel’s own business plan and decision to cease

production of analog geophones.  Id. at 13.  ION also recounts the evidence it presented

regarding the various advantages of the digital sensors, such as having greater fidelity to all
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forms of energy, a wider bandwidth, and easier deployment.  Id. at 14-16.  

With respect to the testimony of Mr. Degner, ION submits that “the jury could have easily

discredited Mr. Degner’s opinion because of its internal and external inconsistencies.”  Id. at 16.

Specifically, ION cites Mr. Degner’s testimony that there were not enough analog geophones

available in the short time frame required to mobilize and conduct the surveying job at issue.  Id.

In response to Sercel’s assertions that Sercel SA, the French entity, could have provided a

non-infringing substitute, ION argues that surveying teams “would not consider Sercel SA’s

sensors an ‘acceptable alternative’ if the mere possession of those sensors would expose the

surveyor to legal liability if it were brought into United States jurisdiction[.]”  Id. at 17.  ION

adds that “the jury was entitled to reject Sercel’s cavalier attitude toward its customers’

willingness to risk litigation, and to credit Mr. Bratic’s sensible rejection of that argument.”  Id.

at 18. 

In reply, Sercel reiterates its argument that ION disregards direct customer testimony

from Richard Degner that his company, Global, would not have purchased ION’s system in the

“but for” world.  Dkt. No. 446 at 11.  Sercel adds that in the “but for” world, Sercel would not

have stopped selling its 3C analog sensors in the United States and that it, or another company,

would have been able to provide Global with analog sensors.  Id. at 16.  Sercel also maintains

that the relevant market for this case is not the digital sensor market but rather the “single

component system” or the “multi-component system” markets.  Id. at 11. Sercel adds that

customers can choose between an analog system or a digital system when both are offered.  Id.

Sercel also echoes its argument that ION has failed to show demand and the absence of

available non-infringing alternatives.  Id. at12.  Sercel argues that analog sensors allegedly offer
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the advantages that customers desire most including data recovery and the ability to record P-

wave.  Id. at 14-15. 

ION replies that the jury was not obliged to conclude that analog sensors were an

adequate substitute for digital sensors.  Dkt. No. 470 at 2.  ION adds that it presented evidence

that digital sensors are superior to analog products and that customers do not consider analog a

substitute for digital.  Id. at 2-4.  ION also maintains that the jury could reasonably discredit Mr.

Degner’s testimony as “based on ignorance of the market and improper price erosion.”  Id. at 4.

2. Discussion

The jury found the ’242 patent infringed and that ION suffered damages in the form of

lost profits.  ION argues that it presented sufficient evidence of demand for the patented product

as well as the absence of an acceptable noninfringing alternatives to support the jury’s finding of

lost profits of land systems.  The Court agrees.

Sercel’s arguments are based on the notion that ION’s evidence failed to address the

proper market.  Regardless of whether the relevant market is digital sensors or multi-component

sensors, however, whether an acceptable non-infringing substitute exists for accused device is a

question of fact and within the province of the jury.  See, e.g,. Tate Access Floors, Inc. v.

Maxcess Technologies, Inc., 222 F.3d 958, 971 (Fed. Cir. 2000).  Whether the relevant market is

a two-supplier market is similarly not determinative because even in a two-supplier market,

customers may select an acceptable, non-infringing substitute offered by the infringer over the

infringing option.  Micro Chem. Inc. v. Lextron Inc., 318 F.3d 1119, 1125 (Fed. Cir. 2003). 

In reaching its conclusion as to lost profits, the jury necessarily found that there were no

acceptable non-infringing alternatives to the digital sensors.  See DePuy Spine Inc. v. Medtronic
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Sofamor Danek, Inc., 567 F.3d 1314, 1332 (Fed. Cir. 2009) (holding that jury’s finding in patent

infringement action that no acceptable noninfringing alternative to pedicle screws was available

during relevant accounting period was supported by substantial evidence, as required for

determination of lost profits); see also C.R. Bard, Inc. v. Boston Scientific Corp., No. 99-1304,

2000 WL 915241, at *5 (Fed. Cir. July 7, 2000) (affirming jury’s implied finding of no

noninfringing alternatives).  This finding is supported by substantial evidence, and Sercel has not

shown reason to disturb the jury’s finding.  Specifically, ION presented evidence regarding the

differences between digital and analog sensors.  ION also presented evidence that analog sensors

would not be acceptable alternatives to digital sensors, to wit, Sercel’s business decision to focus

on digital sensors and the advantages of digital over analog sensors.  

The jury’s conclusion also indicates that ION met its burden to show a demand for the

patented product.  DePuy Spine, 567 F.3d at 1330.  This finding is similarly supported by

substantial evidence, and Sercel has not shown reason to disturb this conclusion.  With respect to

demand for the patented product, ION presented evidence that its VectorSeis products were

manufactured in accordance with methods claimed in the patent-in-suit.  ION also presented

evidence of sales data and specific experiences with customers in arguing that customers have

come to demand digital sensors, such as its VectorSeis products. 

Sercel’s argument that ION and the jury ignored the testimony of Mr. Degner is similarly

unpersuasive.  The jury heard Mr. Degner’s testimony and is allowed to accept, reject, or

discount that testimony. 

Only after the court has decided, as a matter of law, that lost profits are available does the

jury then get to determine the amount of those lost profits.  Wechsler v. Macke Int’l Trade, Inc.,
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486 F.3d 1286, 1293 (Fed. Cir. 2007).  Here, Sercel has not met its burden to show that lost

profits for land systems are not available as a matter of law.  Regarding the amount of damages,

the jury heard the parties’ competing proposals regarding the contours of the hypothetical market

for land systems absent infringement and decided that there was a demand for the patented

device and an absence of non-infringing alternatives.  In sum, a sufficient evidentiary basis was

thus presented from which the jury could have found lost profits as to land systems.

IV. CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, Defendant’s Rule 50(b) Motion for Judgment as a Matter of

Law on Damages or, in the Alternative, Request for a New Trial Pursuant to Rule 59, Dkt. No.

418, is hereby GRANTED IN PART as to Defendant’s Motion for Judgment as a Matter of Law

on marine system sales and DENIED IN PART as to all other parts.  Further, the Court hereby

REDUCES the damages award by $9,000,000, the amount of profits alleged to have been lost in

the marine market. 

IT IS SO ORDERED.
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